English

Art and Design

Oak Class - Term Two

Building on the successes of term one, we will be exploring a

All things colour! Creativity and design will be

variety of text types including explanation, narrative and

In What Colour Do
You See the World?

biography reports.
Intertwining with our topic we will confidently use rich
language in a variety of situations, for a variety of audiences
and purposes, including through drama, formal presentations

explosive and vibrant this term.
We will celebrate our topic with the use of
various textures/materials, answering lots of
curious questions about colour and whether it
means something different to each of us.

and debate.
This term will also see Oak Class continuing to build reading
comprehension skills.

PE
Maths

This terms Oak will be physical through dance, gym sequences,
outdoor and adventurous activities and invasion games.

In the first half term, Oak class will be working with volume,
money, time, fractions, temperature and data including a variety
of graphs.
Linking them with our colourful topic will bridge the curriculum
between math, science and art.

At Home
Reading

RE and PSHE
PSHE will be taught alongside our RE by looking at scenarios
from different perspectives and learning how we can solve
conflict, be kind and care for others. Exploring diversity of
faiths will see us examine inspirational people this term.

Computing
We are presenters

 Shooting and editing video 

Creative minds!
French
Awareness of French speaking countries linking to Geography
and continuing to learn simple conversations related to our topic.

Please

continue

comprehension

skills

to
by

develop
reading

regularly and discussing the content,
what happened and why. Further
asking why the author chose to use

Science:

Music

Plant life will

Oak Class will be getting musical with pitch and notation

drive

our

curiosity

for

scientific
study

this

term.

Geography/History - Ancient Egypt

certain words, how they are spelt

Experimenting

and why specific punctuation has

with

been used.

colourful

Times Tables
Please practice regularly by making
it a fun activity. Year 3 focus is on
3, 4 and 8 times tables whilst year 4
will be working on knowing all tables
to 12 x 12.

before moving on to tuned percussion and Easter songs.

vibrant

phenomena will
help us to link
ideas; test our
hypothesis
through

to

conclusion with
justification
and reasoning.

Oak Class will pharaoh themselves into our learning this
term!
They will learn about the powers of different gods and
raise questions about artefacts in order to understand
more about the ancient civilisation.
We will understand how evidence can give us different
answers about discoveries and note connections,
contrasts and trends over time.

